Interference effects on harmonic generation from H<sub>2</sub> <sup>+</sup> in nonhomogeneous laser field.
By solving the time-dependent Schrödinger equation both in simplified one-dimensional coordinate and three-dimensional cylindrical coordinate systems, the high-order harmonic generation from H<sub>2</sub> <sup>+</sup> in spatially symmetric and asymmetric nonhomogeneous laser fields was studied. At large internuclear distances, minima were clearly observed in high energy part of harmonic spectra, which can be attributed to two-center interference in diatomic molecule. Compared with previous studies, the minima in nonhomogeneous laser field are more distinct. Remarkably, the positions of the minima are different in these two types of fields, which demonstrate that interference effects are greatly influenced by laser parameters. Besides, the asymmetric nonhomogeneous field leads to an asymmetric recollision of the ionized electron, and both odd and even order harmonics could be emitted, which is explained in detail based on quantum dynamics calculations.